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1 Introduction

To efficiently operate in previously unseen environments, robots must be able to build a map – an internal representation of the environment – even from a small number of observations. But how should that map be represented and which information should be stored in it, to enable downstream tasks, for example localization? Classic approaches use a fixed map representation with strong spatial structure, such as voxels or point clouds, which makes them applicable to wide range of robotic tasks. Data-driven approaches, on the other hand, are able to learn rich and robust representations by optimizing them directly for a downstream task. Eslami et al. \cite{4}, for example, learn to construct representations of simulated environments from a few images that allow them to generate images from novel viewpoints. The challenge for learning in complex environments is choosing suitable inductive bias that enable generalization while having only limited amount of data for training. A desirable approach would combine the best of both worlds: retain the spatial structure of the classic approaches, but also leverage the power of deep neural networks to learn a flexible and effective map representation for the downstream task.

In this paper we explore how structure and learning can be combined in the context of a sparse visual localization task. In the task a robot has access to a handful of visual observations from known viewpoints to build a map, and then it needs to localize with respect to this map given a new sequence of visual observations. This task is challenging due to the small number of observations in which the relevant spatial information is encoded in rich visual features. While the task setting is not widely studied in the literature (with one notable exception \cite{25}), it has practical importance for high impact real-world applications, such as i) localizing a vehicle anywhere on earth using only an onboard camera and pre-collected visual data, e.g., Street View \cite{16}; ii) mapping for multi-robot cooperative tasks with limited communication bandwidth, \textit{e.g.}, for search and rescue; and iii) localization in warehouses with frequently changing visual appearance.

We propose the Differentiable Mapping Network (DMN), that learns a map representations for the sparse localization task while using the spatial structure of the problem. Given a set of image-pose pairs the DMN constructs a structured latent map representation that consists of pairs of viewpoint poses and learned image embeddings. Based on this map the model performs visual localization using a differentiable particle filter \cite{11, 12}. Instead of generating observations as in \cite{25}, we use the map discriminatively to evaluate candidate poses for localization. Importantly, during localization the map is transformed into the coordinate frame of each particle, which provides the model with a prior for simple spatial reasoning.

We evaluate our method in synthetic 3D environments \cite{4} and on real-world Street View data \cite{16}. During training, we sample different environments, let the model generate a map from context image-pose pairs, run particle filter localization for query images, and optimize similarity of the predicted and true query poses. During inference, we test the model in previously unseen environments. Our results show that the DMN is effective in a variety of sparse localization settings and that the high performance critically depends on the structured map representation.
2 Related work

Classic approaches to mapping and localization rely on fixed, structured map representations, such as grids [27], point clouds [9], feature points [18], and landmarks [17]. With the emergence of data-driven methods, especially deep learning, there has been increasing interest in learning to represent the map in a latent memory [14, 29, 31, 4, 25]. Since generic neural networks require large amounts of training data [4], encoding spatial structure in the latent memory is a promising direction that has been explored in the context of mapping [8, 7, 10], localization [24, 22], and SLAM [21, 8, 3]. A neural network can even incorporate structure by encoding modules of differentiable algorithms [13]. Examples include robot localization [11, 12], planning [26, 19, 5, 6], and control [20, 2, 23].

Our work is aligned with these methods, but focuses on differentiable mapping and learns a latent map optimized for a downstream task (in our case sparse localization). Instead of using the map to generate observations as in [25], we use it discriminatively to evaluate candidate poses for localization: when querying the map with a query observation and coordinate, viewpoints are transformed into the query coordinate frame and embeddings are combined with the query image features through a spatial attention mechanism. Compared to unstructured map representations [4, 25], our structured map allows for generalization from limited training data, while the differentiable representation allows for powerful task-oriented learning.

3 Differentiable Mapping Network (DMN)

Sparse visual localization. In the sparse visual localization task (Fig. 1) a robot receives a handful of RGB-image and pose pairs from a previously unseen environment, which we will refer to as context, \( C_i \), \( i = 1: N_c \). From this sparse context the robot constructs a map, \( m \), and uses the map for subsequent localization, i.e. to estimate the pose \( s_t \) for a sequence of query observations from novel viewpoints, \( Q_t \). The robot is given the relative ego motion between time steps, \( \Delta t \), and an initial belief, \( b_0 \), that is potentially uninformed uniform. Query observations are assumed to be of the same environment as the contexts, but they can be taken potentially much later in time, making the task especially challenging in dynamic environments, e.g., city streets.

The DMN Architecture. We introduce DMN, a novel neural network architecture that learns a structured view-embedding map for sparse localization (Fig. 1). For each context \( C_i \) the network computes an embedding (top left of Fig. 1). This set of embeddings and poses taken together make up the map representation (top right), which is used for a particle filter localization (bottom). We use a differentiable particle filter (PF), similar to [11, 12]. Starting with a set of particles based on the initial belief \( b_0 \), the observation model updates the particle weights by comparing the query observation \( Q_t \) to the map using an egocentric spatial attention, i.e. attention based on the relative poses of the context views and the particle. The transition model updates the particle poses using odometry \( \Delta t \), i.e., known relative motion between time steps. At each time step the pose prediction \( s_t \) is computed by the weighted mean of particles poses. For simplicity we refer to the full approach of building a differentiable map and its use in particle filter localization as DMN.
Mapping. The map in DMN, \( m \), is represented by a set of \( N \) latent view embeddings, \( m = (f^i, s^i)_{i=1:N} \), where each view embedding consists of a latent feature tensor \( f^i \) and a planar pose \( s^i = (x, y, \psi) \), where \( \psi \) is the yaw. The features are extracted from the corresponding context image with a learned CNN (with shared weights across contexts).

Egocentric spatial attention. To allow reading the map from different query viewpoints, we introduce an egocentric spatial attention mechanism (Fig. 3). The attention mechanism computes a weighted sum of latent view-embedding features, using the scalar product of a query key and a view key as the weight, similarly to standard attention [28]. Our attention is spatial: it extracts view keys jointly from the view-embedding features and viewpoint coordinates. Specifically, we concatenate view-embedding features with viewpoint coordinates in the channels dimension, and pass them through a CNN. The attention is also egocentric: we transform viewpoint coordinates of the map into an egocentric coordinate frame where the query viewpoint is the origin. The egocentric spatial attention leverages the spatial structure of the map, and it is expected to reduce the difficulty of extracting the useful features of the map for a particular query viewpoint.

Particle filter localization. Based on the map, DMN performs subsequent sequential localization with a differentiable PF. The PF represents the belief as a set of weighted particles, \( b_t(s) \approx (s^k_t, \log w^k_t)_{k=1:K} \) where each particle \( s^k_t \) correspond to a candidate pose of the robot \((x, y, \psi)\). In the first step, particles are sampled from the input initial belief \( b_0 \). In each following step, particles are updated given new observations and the latent map. Particle poses are updated with a fixed, analytic transition model, \( s^k_t = f_T(s^k_{t-1}, \Delta_t) \), given the odometry input \( \Delta_t \). Particle weights are updated with a learned observation model, \( \log w^k_t = \log p(o_t | s^k_t, m) + \log w^k_{t-1} + \eta \), given the query image observation \( o_t \), the particle pose \( s^k_t \), the latent map \( m \) and a normalization factor \( \eta \).

The observation model connects the latent map with the downstream localization task with egocentric spatial attention (Fig. 4). By definition, the observation model estimates the conditional log-probability of observing \( o_t \), given a pose \( s^k_t \) and the map \( m \), that is, \( l_o(o_t, s^k_t, m) \approx \log p(o_t | s^k_t, m) \). Our observation map is discriminative: it takes in \( o_t \), \( s^k_t \), and \( m \), and it outputs a real value, \( l^k_o \), a direct estimate of the particle log-likelihood. The network first extracts features from \( o_t \), the query image, using a CNN. It then uses the query features together with the particle pose to read the map with egocentric spatial attention. The attention outputs features of the latent map specific to the particle pose and the query image. The map features are then concatenated with query image features (extracted using a similar CNN as for view embeddings) and passed through a convolutional–dense component with a single output unit. The output unit defines \( l^k_o \), the log-likelihood estimate of the particle. Log-likelihoods are estimated for each particle this way (learnable parameters are shared across particles) and used to update particle weights.

We define an output pose estimate at time \( t \) as the mean of the particle poses weighted by the particle weights, \( \bar{s}_t = \sum_k w^k_t s^k_t \). One could alternatively use a weighted kernel density estimate, e.g., a mixture of Gaussians as in [11]. Note that \( s_t \) depends on all DMN inputs \((C^t, Q^t, \Delta_t, b_0)\) through the learned feature extractor for view-embeddings and the learned observation model. Because of the differentiable architecture gradients can propagate from \( s_t \) to all learnable parameters.

End-to-end training. Since the DMN is end-to-end differentiable, we can train it to optimize mapping for the task of localization. We use a training loss of the mean-squared-error (MSE) between the pose estimate \( \bar{s} \) and true query pose \( s^*: \mathcal{L} = ||\bar{s} - s^*||^2 = (\bar{x} - x^*)^2 + (\bar{y} - y^*)^2 + \alpha (\bar{\psi} - \psi^*)^2 \), where \( \alpha \) is a constant parameter. We use \( \alpha = 0.5 \) in experiments.

4 Experiments

Domains and datasets. We evaluate our approach in two established simulated domains from prior work [4,25]. Rooms and Mazes, as well as in the real-world StreetLearn dataset [16], which consists of StreetView images from urban environments such as New York City’s Manhattan. Localization in this dataset is particularly challenging because the data is collected at different times in a highly dynamic environment.

Baselines. We compare DMN to the following baselines: a latent map representations without explicit spatial structure (image map, vector map), which are similar to related work [4,25]; regression instead of particle filtering; the closest context, which is an upper bound on image similarity based approaches; and an uninformed estimate, the mean belief updated with odometry inputs.
We also considered a different downstream task for mapping, and found that optimizing the map for the downstream task can be critically important. Finally, preliminary results for ablations of DMN suggest that using an egocentric coordinate frame for viewpoints is important, while the specific attention only provides a small added advantage.

Table 1: Global localization results for the Rooms and Mazes datasets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Sequential loc. (%)</th>
<th>One-step loc. (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>View-embedding PF-DMN (ours)</td>
<td>95.6%</td>
<td>75.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>View-embedding Regr (ours)</td>
<td>97.2%</td>
<td>39.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latent image PF</td>
<td>94.0%</td>
<td>69.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latent image Regression</td>
<td>9.6%</td>
<td>10.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latent vector PF</td>
<td>92.9%</td>
<td>40.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latent vector Regression</td>
<td>9.9%</td>
<td>10.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closest context</td>
<td>11.0%</td>
<td>39.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uniformed estimate</td>
<td>1.7%</td>
<td>3.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Global localization results for the StreetView dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Sequential loc. (%)</th>
<th>One-step loc. (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>View-embedding PF (ours)</td>
<td>73.2%</td>
<td>28.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>View-embedding Regression (ours)</td>
<td>42.3%</td>
<td>13.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latent image PF</td>
<td>37.8%</td>
<td>9.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latent image Regression</td>
<td>11.1%</td>
<td>10.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latent vector PF</td>
<td>15.9%</td>
<td>5.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latent vector Regression</td>
<td>10.4%</td>
<td>7.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closest context</td>
<td>8.6%</td>
<td>8.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uniformed estimate</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
<td>7.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Evaluation.** We consider two uncertainty settings similar to [12]: global localization, where $b_0$ is uniform over the environment; and tracking, where initial belief is a local Gaussian distribution around the true initial pose. We train all models in the tracking setting (with $t = 1$, $N_c = 4$, $K = 32$). We evaluate trained model for one-step global localization ($t = 1$), sequential global localization ($t = 5$), and tracking ($t = 5$). The evaluation metric for global localization is success rate (SR) defined as the percentage of trials where the MSE is under 0.2 square units (equivalent to 8.94m radius for Street view); for tracking it is the average MSE at time $t$ computed for the $x$-$y$ dimensions. During evaluation we use $K = 2048$ for global localization and $K = 256$ for tracking.

**Main results.** Table 1 shows results for global localization in the Mazes and Rooms domains. Models with view-embedding maps consistently outperform the other map representations. Particle filtering is also useful: while regression can do well in the simple Rooms domain, we see a large benefit for PF-DMN in the complex Mazes domain (75.9% vs 39.9% at $t = 5$). PF can propagate a potentially multimodal belief distribution over time, in contrast with the regression network that only propagates a point estimate. Results for Closest context verify that image-similarity based approaches cannot do well in these domains. Table 2 shows results for the StreetView dataset. This is a challenging real-world dataset. Baselines perform poorly and generally achieve less than 16% or 11% success. Sequential localization with PF is the only baseline with more reasonable success rates of 37.8%. In contrast, our method is able to achieve about 2x higher accuracy of 73.2%. This experiment shows more distinctly the importance of using view-based learned map (73.2% vs 37.8%) as well as the importance of particle filtering (73.2% vs 42.3%).

**Additional experiments.** Preliminary results for a set of additional experiments, that did not fit in the page limit, suggest that the benefit of the view-embedding maps over unstructured alternatives is larger 1) when training with smaller amounts of data, which can be attributed to the strong spatial prior; 2) when more contexts are available for mapping, which can be attributed to our maps dynamic representation capacity; 3) when the environment to map is much larger, which can to attributed to the egocentric spatial attention mechanism used to query the view-embedding map. When comparing PF with regression, we observed increasing benefit for longer trajectories, due to PF’s ability to propagate a probabilistic estimate through time. Further, PF performance improves with increasing number of particles at test time, allowing a trade-off between performance and computation cost. We also considered a different downstream task for mapping, and found that optimizing the map for the downstream task can be critically important. Finally, preliminary results for ablations of DMN suggest that using an egocentric coordinate frame for viewpoints is important, while the specific attention only provides a small added advantage.

## 5 Conclusion

We introduced a differentiable mapping network optimized for a downstream sparse visual localization and demonstrated strong performance across different domains. Our results on structured and task-oriented map representation learning may provide valuable insights for key unsolved questions in designing embodied AI systems. Future work may explore extensions of our view-based latent map structure, e.g., multiple landmarks placed at learned relative locations. A particularly interesting direction is to extend the proposed work to visual SLAM, where new observations could be treated as additional context, and uncertain context poses could be encoded in particles.
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A Illustrations of the DMN architecture

Figure 3: Egocentric spatial attention

We illustrate the discriminative observation model in Fig. 4 and the egocentric spatial attention mechanism in Fig. 3.

B Visualizations

Figure 5: Sequential global localization example. The figure shows particle beliefs in a trained DMN for context inputs shown in Fig. 1. Particle weights are visualized as a heat map aggregated over all yaw values. Context poses are shown in green. The unknown query pose is shown in blue.

Figure 6: Example for one-step global localization in the Rooms and Mazes domains. The last column shows the DMN belief distribution as a 2D histogram of weighted particles. Darker red corresponds to larger probability density.
We visualize examples for global localization with DMN. Fig. 4 shows an example for sequential localization for the StreetView dataset. Fig. 6 shows examples for one-step localization for the Rooms and Mazes domains.

C Experiment details

C.1 Domains and datasets

3D simulated environments. We use the Rooms (with object rotation) and Mazes domains from the dataset [4]. In the Rooms domain each environment is a single square shaped room with randomly generated appearance and 1-3 random objects at a random location. The data contains 10 RGB images from each environment along with the camera poses. In the Mazes domain each environment is a large maze with randomly generated layout and appearance, giving rise to highly ambiguous observations. The data contains 300 images per environment taken at random locations. To train DMN we sample \( N_c \) context image-pose pairs and \( N_q \) query image-pose pairs. For sequential localization we sample multiple query image-pose pairs and form a trajectory by randomly ordering them. We use 1% of the original training set for training, i.e., 100k environments for Rooms and 960 environments for Mazes; and 5000 environments from the original test set for evaluation. We resize RGB images to \( 32 \times 32 \times 3 \). Pose coordinates are normalized between \(-1\ldots1\).

Street view dataset. We define a sparse localization task using the Street view dataset, StreetLearn [16]. The dataset contains panorama images taken in Manhattan, New York City. The dataset is split into a training set with 38,746 data points west from longitude \(-73.9857\), and a test set with 16,359 data points on the east. We randomly sample areas from the dataset for sparse localization, each area of size \( 40m \times 40m \) and with at least 10 image-pose pairs. Within an area we sample contexts and query trajectories for training and testing. Panorama images are resized to \( 104 \times 208 \times 3 \). Pose coordinates are normalized between \(-1\ldots1\).

Sparse localization is challenging, because the environment can differ significantly at the time of mapping and localization. Data points from an area typically belong to either a single vehicle trajectory, or trajectories collected months or years apart. The environment is dynamic in both cases: moving vehicles and pedestrians in the former case; changed season, weather conditions, and even newly built roads and buildings in the latter case. Street view based data has been used, e.g., for similarity-based localization [30], and generic feature extraction [29]; however, to the best of our knowledge, we are the first to use the StreetLearn data for localization and mapping with sparse information.

C.2 Alternative methods

Image latent map. The image map aims to capture the spatial environment in latent features prior to querying the map, in contrast to view-embedding maps that retains spatial structure and can be queried from an egocentric coordinate frame. The image map is obtained by extracting features from context image-pose pairs with a CNN and taking the mean of the latent features over contexts. For a fair comparison, we use the same CNN structure as in DMN for obtaining view embedding features. Context poses enter the feature extractor similarly to how context poses enter the view-embedding key extractor. In the observation model the latent image map is queried similarly to DMN but without spatial attention. The map features are simply concatenated with query features and passed to the convolutional–dense network structure to estimate the particle likelihood. Unlike in egocentric spatial attention, context poses are represented in their original global coordinate frame, and the candidate pose is concatenated with the query image when extracting query features. Because of the same network structures, the number of learnable parameters is approximately the same as for the view-based map. The image map can be also thought of as a 2D grid where each cell holds a learned latent vector.

Vector latent map. The latent vector map is similar to the latent image map, but it uses a flat vector instead of an image, again similar to [4]. Map features are obtained by a convolutional–dense network with 3 convolutional and a dense layer. We choose hidden unit sizes such that the number of learnable parameters is comparable to the view-based map.

Regression. We compare DMN to a regression network that directly regresses to a pose instead of using particle filter localization. The regression network has a similar structure to a DMN with
a single particle, but the observation model directly regresses to a pose instead of estimating the log-likelihood of a particle. More specifically, the network has 3 output units that define an estimate of the $x$, $y$, $\psi$ coordinates of the query pose, interpreted relative to the mean initial belief. The mean initial beliefs enter the regression network similarly to how a candidate pose enters the DMN observation model: for view-based maps the mean initial belief is used for egocentric spatial attention; for unstructured maps its coordinates are input to the query feature extractor. Because of the similar structures the regression model has approximately the same number of learnable parameters as the DMN. When used in a sequence, the pose output at $t$ becomes the mean initial belief input at $t + 1$.

**Closest context.** We report evaluation metrics the context pose closest to the ground-truth target query pose. The closest context provides an upper bound on the performance of any image similarity-based approach that would compare the query and context images.

**Uninformed estimate.** We include an uninformed estimate to help calibrating the task difficulty. The uninformed estimate ignores contexts and query images, and simply outputs the mean belief, sequentially updated with ego-motion inputs.

### C.3 Uncertainty settings

**Global localization.** The initial belief is uniform over the entire state space of the environment. That is, in the global localization mode, the agent has no information of where it can be in the environment.

**Tracking.** The initial belief is a local Gaussian distribution around the true initial pose with $\sigma_x = 0.3$, $\sigma_y = 0.3$ and $\sigma_\psi = 30^\circ$.

### C.4 Training and evaluation

We train all DMN models and alternatives in the single step tracking setting, with $N_c = 4$ contexts. PF approaches use $K = 32$ particles. The models are implemented in Tensorflow [1] and trained with the Adam optimizer [15]. We used early stopping with patience, i.e., we terminated training if the validation error did not improve for 100k training iterations. Validation error is computed every 20k iterations using 1000 samples. We applied weight decay only for the Street view dataset, using a scaler of $10^{-4}$. We performed a simple grid search over learning rates independently for each approach and dataset pair, and chose the best performing parameter based on validation error.

We evaluate each trained model for one-step global localization ($t = 1$) and sequential global localization ($t = 5$). All reported results are mean evaluation metrics for 3 models trained with different seeds. We omitted standard errors which were small and would not have affected our conclusions.